URGENT NOTICE

All the students of 7th Semester BA.LL.B 2016 batch are required to finalize one optional subject for seminar paper-I (Subject Code –LLB 409) from the following three subjects:

1. Women and Law
2. Criminology
3. Banking & Insurance

Please scanned copy of send the duly filled in & signed attached undertaking to the following email id rcjoshi@amity.edu by 12th July 2019.

Prof. (Dr.) Arvind P. Bhanu
Acting Director
Amity Law School, Delhi

Note: - Subject will be offered when minimum enrollment of students for the elective subject is 60.
UNDERTAKING FOR OPTING THE SEMINAR PAPER - I

I ____________________ Enrollment No.__________________ hereby
undertake that I am opting for the Seminar Paper - I
____________________ from the following options for the subject code LLB 409.

1. Women and Law
2. Criminology
3. Banking & Insurance

I am opting this Seminar Paper - I with my own interest and with the knowledge that
in case of less than 60 students enrollment does not take place in either subjects, I am
to opt for other subject.

Student Name

Enrollment No.

Signature

Date